Like remote volcanic islands, the geographical isolation
of Mediterranean climates on five continents provides
multiple opportunities for plants to evolve specialized
adaptations to survive extended dry seasons, years of
drought, and occasionally devastating wildfires.
Some plants are succulent to store water. Others lose their leaves in
the summer months to avoid drought stress. Many can survive
burning, and others have seeds that require fire to germinate.
In each Mediterranean climate, different species make up similar
looking plant communities.
Even though Mediterranean climates make up only 2% of the land
area, they account for 16% of all species diversity.

Plants have been co-evolving with bacteria, animals and
fungi since they first appeared.
Plants produce sugar from sunlight via an ancient symbiosis between a
bacteria and plant that started 1.5 billion years ago.
Many plants require animals for pollination and seed dispersal, and
reward them with nectar and fruit.
But many animals and fungi eat plants so plants have evolved physical
defenses like spines and thorns, and chemical defenses like latex and
tannins.
Nitrogen from the atmosphere can become fertilizer due to symbiotic
bacteria in some plant roots.

Before plants and animals were on land, bacteria and
fungi ruled the earth.
Look for lichens around the garden. Lichens are several organisms
living together; symbiotic relationships among fungi, algae, and
cyanobacteria.
Early on, Earth was covered with lichens wherever it was wet enough
to support them.
The earliest fossils of land plants were found with fossilized fungi in
their roots.
Now almost all land plants require fungi on or in their roots to absorb
water and get mineral nutrients from the soil.
The evolution of cells that transport water and sugar allowed land
plants to get very tall and form the tall forests that fossilized to make
up modern coal deposits.

Physical and chemical processes form the foundation of
how life works and changes through time.
The building blocks of life are atoms, molecules, cells, organisms,
communities, and ecosystems.
The elements found on early Earth affected the evolution of early life.
Water was crucial to life's development and even today nearly all life
forms require water to function.
Over time, the composition of the atmosphere and the world’s oceans
have changed dramatically due to physical processes and by the
organisms that inhabit Earth.
For example, oxygen in our atmosphere is the result of photosynthesis
from bacteria in the oceans.

Darwin

figured out a lot about our planet even though Earth’s
internal processes were unknown. In Darwin’s day, no one knew
about plate tectonics or that radioactive decay heats the Earth’s
interior and drives the movement of plates. Yet he observed
volcanic island formation and decay and noted similarities among
animals across oceans from continents that were once joined.
What would Darwin do if he were alive today? Perhaps Darwin
would be a highly specialized scientist or perhaps he would be a
generalist and naturalist pursuing the larger questions of today
much as he did in his day.
Darwin suffered through harsh conditions on board the HMS
Beagle for five years, as he traveled around the globe observing
nature. He would have been delighted to observe living specimens
from Mediterranean climates around the world assembled in one
place like the Arboretum.

Imagine if Darwin could wander through Cal Poly’s Leaning Pine Arboretum. In the
spirit of Darwin, we have produced a photo gallery mostly based on our arboretum,
along with short stories describing some of the relationships among the organisms
found in the arboretum, some easily seen, some rarely seen, and some unseen
without the help of the microscope so beloved by Darwin. We also created a walk in
our garden emphasizing evolutionary processes and this brochure can be
downloaded from our website.
The origin, evolution, diversity, abundance, and distribution of life depend on
interactions of energy and matter in the oceans, atmosphere, solid Earth, and Sun.
Our planet and its biosphere are emergent properties of increasing environmental
complexity. The Earth and its biosphere have undergone nearly five billion years of
global evolutionary processes that followed the first nine billion years of cosmic
evolution. The cosmic evolution project explores 13.8 billion years of physical,
chemical, and biological evolution that shaped the universe, stars and galaxies, solar
system, the solid Earth, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere (including its
molecules, cells, organisms, and ecosystems).

Plants paved the way for the evolution of land animals
Plants paved the way for the evolution of land animals by simultaneously increasing
the amount of oxygen in the Earth's atmosphere and decreasing the amount of
carbon dioxide, a powerful greenhouse gas. Plants moved onto land about 475
million years ago. Before this time, only fungi and bacteria inhabited the land.
Green algae relatives acquired traits that allowed them to move away from water
and onto higher ground.
Lichens are fungi that teamed up with photosynthesizing organisms like
cyanobacteria and green algae. Lichens can live without rain for months. They
provide protection for photosynthesizing organisms, which produce oxygen and
release it into the atmosphere. Pioneer lichen fungi, which produce acids strong
enough to dissolve rocks, also could have helped to reduce carbon dioxide. When
washed away by rainwater, the calcium released from the lichen-encrusted rocks
eventually forms calcium carbonate limestone in the ocean, preventing the carbon
atoms from forming the greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide, in the atmosphere.
All land plants are covered with a waxy cuticle that prevents water loss. Little holes
called stomata evolved that allow gases to enter a plant while controlling water loss.

Vascular tissues allowed some plants to move water from the wet
ground to leaves high up in the canopy.
Seeds evolved that allowed some plants to move further and further
inland covering most of Earth's surface with green plants by about
350 million years ago.
About 150 million years ago flowers evolved in some plants, which
targeted animals to move pollen from plant to plant. This proved
very effective and now most plant species on Earth make flowers.
Vascular plants have lignin in their cells, which is a very strong
supportive molecule. Lignin is very hard to digest so after the plant
dies, some of its carbon remains locked up and can become buried
in the Earth through geologic processes, preventing those carbon
atoms from returning to the atmosphere and effectively lowering
atmospheric carbon dioxide.

All 16 Darwin in the Garden posters can be viewed on line at
https://evolution.calpoly.edu/darwin-garden
The cosmic evolution project website is at https://evolution.calpoly.edu
The mission of the cosmic evolution project is to provide inspiration, educational resources, and training to help students,
scholars, educators, and researchers understand and explain the structure and evolution of the universe from the Big Bang to
big brains. The vision of the project is to foster a robust scholarly community of faculty, staff, and students to analyze,
synthesize, and disseminate a scientific narrative of the origin and evolution of natural systems.
The cosmic evolution project website organizes the subject matter into four broad categories with these links:
https://evolution.calpoly.edu/universe
https://evolution.calpoly.edu/solar-system
https://evolution.calpoly.edu/earth-and-geobiosphere
https://evolution.calpoly.edu/brains-and-tools

Darwin in the Garden Exploring Evolution in the Leaning Pine Arboretum
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All 16 Darwin in the Garden posters can be viewed on line at https://evolution.calpoly.edu/darwin-garden
Theme: Darwin traveled the world before he understood the origin of
species, but all we have to do is visit Mediterranean gardens to illustrate
how the Earth and its biosphere have been evolving for billions of years.
It’s all about relationships with other plants, animals, algae, bacteria, and
fungi, and the Earth and its geobiosphere.
Our walk and poster display are based on four big ideas:
Like remote volcanic islands, the geographical isolation of Mediterranean climates on five continents provides
multiple opportunities for plants to evolve specialized adaptations to survive extended dry seasons, years of
drought, and occasionally devastating wildfires. The co-evolution of plants and animals influences their anatomy
and physiology, particularly as plants reward and repel animals. Plant cells fix inorganic carbon from the
atmosphere, but cannot fix other key nutrients from atmospheric nitrogen and phosphate minerals. This is
explained by their evolutionary history of symbiotic relationships with fungus and bacteria. The co-evolution of
the Earth and its biosphere can explain the persistence of liquid oceans, the composition of the atmosphere, and the
diversity, abundance, and distribution of the six kingdoms of life.

